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In the News 55
MATERIAL PARTICIPATION BY A TRUST FOR
PASSIVE ACTIVITY LOSS PURPOSES
— by Neil E. Harl*
A 2003 federal district court case1 has focused attention on whose involvement counts
for purposes of determining whether the material participation requirement is met for
passive loss purposes in the case of a trust.2  That question is highly relevant for any
taxpayer but is particularly important for a trust inasmuch as the trustee may not be the
sole contributor to material participation.
The statutory requirement
Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986,3 an activity is considered a passive activity, and the
passive loss rules are invoked,4 if the activity involves a trade or business and the taxpayer
does not materially participate in the activity or a rental activity “on a basis which is
regular, continuous and substantial.”5  Th t meaning of material participation was meant
to be more demanding than the meaning of material participation for purposes of liability
for self-employment tax.6  The fact that an individual is materially participating for
purposes of social security or special use valuation for federal estate tax purposes is not
taken into account for purposes of the passive loss rules.7  Mate ial participation for those
purposes is routed through I.R.C. § 1402(a)(1), which requires  less involvement than
material participation on a basis which is “regular, continuous and substantial.”8
Committee report
In language found in the Senate Finance Committee Report,9 an estate or trust, except
for grantor trusts, is treated as materially participating (or as actively participating10) if a
fiduciary meets the material participation test.
The case
In the 2003 case, The Mattie Carter Trust v. United States,11 a t tamentary trust was
established in 1956 to hold and manage a 15,000 acre ranching operation and oil and gas
interests in Texas.  The trustee of the trust, as the court noted, “dedicated a substantial
amount of time to ranch activities.”12  The trust also employed a full-time ranch manager
along with other full and part-time employees.13
In 1994 and 1995, the trust incurred sizable operating losses.  IRS issued a notice of
deficiency disallowing the losses on the grounds the trust was a passive activity and the
trustee did not meet the material participation requirements.14
The court dismissed the argument by IRS that only the trustee’s involvement mattered,
which was apparently based on the passage in the committee reports indicating that the
material participation test was met if a fiduciary met the test.15  The court then proceeded
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to find that the question of material participation should be
determined “by reference to the persons who conducted the
business of the ranch on the trust’s behalf, including the trustee”16
and to hold that the collective activities of those persons with
relation to the ranch operations during relevant times were
regular, continuous and substantial so as to constitute material
participation.17
Applying imputation
The court, incorrectly in our view, considered the collective
effort by the trustee and the full and part-time employees.18  The
theory of imputation19 provides a formal justification for
considering the activities of agents and employees in determining
whether a tax test has been met.  Since 1974, imputation has
been blocked for situations that are routed through I.R.C. §
1402(a)(1).20  That is because Congress enacted an amendment
to that Code subsection in 1974 providing that, for producers of
agricultural or horticultural products, material participation
under I.R.C. § 1402(a)(1) is determined “without regard to any
activities of an agent of such owner or tenant.”21  The meaning
of material participation for passive loss purposes is not routed
through I.R.C. § 1402(a)(1).22
Thus, the meaning of material participation is not rout d
through the general rule which allows imputation of activities
of an agent or employee to the principal (usually the property
owner).23  Rather, material participation for passive loss purposes
is articulated in the temporary regulations¾
“An individual’s services performed in the management of
an activity shall not be taken into account in determining
whether such individual is treated as materially participating
in such activity for the taxable year . . . unless, for such taxable
year¾
“(A)  No person (other than such individual) who performs
services in connection with the management of the activity
receives compensation . . . in consideration for such services;
and
“(B)  No individual performs services in connection with the
management of the activity that exceed (by hours) the amount
of such services performed by such individual.”24
Thus, imputation is barred under the passive loss rule.25  The
statute26 made no specific reference to the matter of imputation
but the temporary regulations made it clear that paying an agent
or employee destroys the principal’s own record of involvement.
The court, however, in The Mattie K. Carter Trust case27
declared, in footnote 2, that the temporary regulation28 “had no
applicability to this case because that section concerns material
participation for individual taxpayers.”29  That seems highly
questionable in light of the fact that those temporary regulations
designate subsection (g) for material participation by trusts and
estates but that subsection has been reserved.30
Hopefully, the appellate court will deal, more completely, and
more accurately, with this issue.  Also, it is important for the
Department of Treasury to complete its task of writing
regulations for dealing with passive losses.
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